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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an efficient concurrent
wait-free algorithm to construct an unbounded directed graph
for shared memory architecture. To the best of our knowledge
that this is the first wait-free algorithm for an unbounded directed
graph where insertion and deletion of vertices and/or edges can
happen concurrently. To achieve wait-freedom in dynamic setting,
threads help each other to perform the desired takss using
operator descriptors by other threads. We also prove that all
graph operations are wait-free and linearizable. We implemented
our algorithms in C++ and tested its performance through several
micro-benchmarks. Our experimental results show an average of
9x improvement over the global lock-based implementation.
Index Terms—concurrent data-structure, lazy-list, directed
graph, locks, lock-free, wait-free, fast-path-slow-path

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graphs are very useful structures that have wide variety
of applications. They are usually represented as pairwise
relationships among objects, with the objects as vertices and
relationships as edges. They are applicable in various research
areas such as social networking (facebook, twitter etc.), semantic, data mining, image processing, VLSI design, road network,
graphics, blockchains and many more.
In many of these application, the graphs are very large and
dynamic in nature, that is, they undergo changes over time like
addition and removal of vertices and/or edges [2]. Hence, to
precisely model these applications, we need an efficient datastructure which supports dynamic changes and can expand
at run-time depending on the availability of memory in the
machine.
Nowadays, with multicore systems becoming ubiquitous
concurrent data-structures (CDS) [7] have become popular.
CDS such as concurrent stacks, queues, hash-tables etc. allow multiple threads to operate on them concurrently while
maintaining correctness, linearizability [8]. These structures
can efficiently harness the power multi-core systems. Thus, a
multi-threaded concurrent unbounded graph data-structure can
effectively model dynamic graphs as described above.
The correctness-criterion for CDS is linearizability [8]
which ensures that the affect of every method seems to take
place somewhere at some atomic step between the invocation
and response of the method. The atomic step is referred to
as linearization point (LP). Coming to progress conditions,
a method of a CDS is wait-free [6], [7] if it ensures that
the method finishes its execution in a finite number of steps.
A lock-free CDS ensures, at least one of its methods is

guaranteed to complete in a finite number of steps. A lockfree algorithm never enter deadlocks but can possibly starve.
On the other hand, wait-free algorithms are starvation-free. In
many of the wait-free and lock-free algorithms proposed in
the literature, threads help each other to achieve the desired
tasks.
Concurrent graph data-structures have not been explored in
detail in the literature with some work appearing recently [1],
[9]. Applications relying on graphs mostly use a sequential
implementation while some parallel implementations synchronize using global locks which causes severe performance
bottlenecks.
In this paper, we describe an efficient practical concurrent
wait-free unbounded directed graph (for shared memory system) which supports concurrent insertion/deletion of vertices
and edges while ensuring linearizability [8]. The algorithm
for wait-free concurrent graph data-structure is based on the
non-blocking graph by Chatterjee et al. [1] and wait-free
algorithm proposed by Timnat et al. [14]. Our implementation
is not a straightforward extension to lock-free/wait-free list
implementation but has several non-trivial key supplements.
This can be seen from the LPs of edge methods which in
many cases lie outside their method and depend on other
graph operations running concurrently. We believe the design
of the graph data-structure is such that it can help to identify
other useful properties on a graph such as reachability, cycle
detection, shortest path, betweenness centrality, diameter, etc.
To enhance performance, we also developed an optimized
wait-free graph based on the principle of fast-path-slow-path
[11]. The basic idea is that the lock-free algorithms are fast
as compare to the wait-free algorithms in practice. So, instead
of always executing in wait-free manner (slow-path), threads
normally execute methods in lock-free manner (fast-path). If
a thread executing a method in lock-free manner, fails to
complete in certain threshold number of iterations, switches
to wait-free execution and eventually terminates.
A. Contributions
In this paper, we present an efficient practical concurrent
wait-free unbounded directed graph data-structure. The main
contributions of our work are summarized below:
1) We describe an Abstract Data Type (ADT) that maintains
a wait-free directed graph G = (V, E). It comprises of the
following methods on the sets V and E: (1) Add Vertex:

2)

3)

4)

5)

WFA DDV (2) Remove Vertex: WFR EM V, (3) Contains
Vertex: WFC ON V (4) Add Edge: WFA DD E (5) Remove
Edge: WFR EM E and (6) Contains Edge: WFC ON E. The
wait-free graph is represented as an adjacency list similar
in [1] (Section III).
We implemented the directed graph in a dynamic setting
with threads helping each other using operator descriptors
to achieve wait-freedom (Section IV).
We also extended the wait-free graph to enhance the
performance and achieve a fast wait-free graph based on
the principle of fast-path-slow-path proposed by Kogan
et al. [11] (Section V).
Formally, we prove for the correctness by showing the
operations of the concurrent graph data-structure are
linearizable [8]. We also prove the wait-free progress
guarantee of the operations WFA DDV, WFR EM V,
WFC ON V, WFA DD E, WFR EM E, and WFC ON E (Section VI).
We evaluated the wait-free algorithms in C++ implementation and tested through several micro-benchmarks. Our
experimental results show on an average of 9x improvement over the sequential and global lock implementation
(Section VII).

B. Related Work
Kallimanis and Kanellou [9] presented a concurrent graph
that supports wait-free edge updates and traversals. They
represented the graph using adjacency matrix, with an upper
bound on number of vertices. As a result, their graph datastructure does not allow any insertion or deletion of vertices
after initialization of the graph. Although this might be useful
for some applications such as road networks, this may not
be adequate for many real-world applications which need
dynamic modifications of vertices as well as unbounded graph
size.
A recent work by Chatterjee et al. [1] proposed a nonblocking concurrent graph data-structure which allowed multiple threads to perform dynamic insertion and deletion of
vertices and/or edges in lock-free manner. Our paper extends
their data-structure while ensuring that all the graph operations
are wait-free.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The Memory Model. We consider an asynchronous sharedmemory model with a finite set of p processors accessed by a
finite set of n threads. The threads communicate with each
other by invoking atomic operations on the shared objects
such as atomic read, write, fetch-and-add (FAA) and
compare-and-swap (CAS) instructions.
An FAA(x, a) instruction atomically increments the value
at the memory location x by the value a. Similarly, a
CAS(x, a, a0 ) is an atomic instruction that checks if the current
value at a memory location x is equivalent to the given value
a, and only if true, changes the value of x to the new value
a0 and returns true; otherwise the memory location remains
unchanged and the instruction returns false. Such a system

class VNode {
int vkey; // immutable key field
VNode vnext; // atomic refe., pointer to the next VNode
ENode enext; // atomic ref., pointer to the edge-list
}
class ENode {
int ekey; // immutable key field
VNode pointv; // pointer from the ENode to its VNode.
ENode enext; // atomic ref., pointer to the next ENode
}
class ODA {
unsigned long phase; // phase number of each operation.
opType
type; // type of the operation.
VNode
vnode; // pointer to the VNode.
ENode
enode; // pointer to the ENode.
VNode
vsrc, vdest; // pointer to the source and destination VNode
}
VNode VertexHead, VertexTail; // Sentinel nodes for the vertex-list
unsigned long maxph; // atomic variable which keeps track of op. number.
ODA state []; // global state array for posting operations, array size is
same as number of threads
Fig. 1: Structure of ENode, VNode and ODA.

can be perfectly realized by a Non-Uniform Memory Access
(NUMA) computer with one or more multi-processor CPUs.
Correctness. We consider linearizability introduced by Herlihy & Wing [8] as the correctness criterion for the graph
operations. We assume that the execution generated by a datastructure is a collection of method invocation and response
events. Each invocation of a method call has a subsequent
response. An execution is linearizable if it is possible to
assign an atomic event as a linearization point (LP) inside the
execution interval of each method such that the result of each
of these methods is the same as it would be in a sequential
execution in which the methods are ordered by their LPs [8].
Progress. The progress properties specify when a thread
invoking operations on the shared memory objects completes
in the presence of other concurrent threads. In this context, we
provide the graph implementation with methods that satisfy
wait-freedom, based on the definitions in Herlihy and Shavit
[6]. A method of a CDS is wait-free if it completes in
finite number of steps. A data-structure implementation is
wait-free if all its methods are wait-free. This ensures perthread progress and is the most reliable non-blocking progress
guarantee in a concurrent system. A data-structure is lock-free
if its methods get invoked by multiple concurrent threads, then
one of them will complete in finite number of steps.
III. T HE U NDERLYING G RAPH DATA - STRUCTURE
In this section, we give a detailed construction of the graph
data-structure, which is a combination of non-blocking graph
based on [1] and wait-free construction based on [14], [15].
We represent the concurrent directed graph as an adjacency
list representations. Hence, it is constructed as a collection set
of vertices stored as linked-list manner wherein each vertex
also holds a list of neighboring vertices which it has outgoing
edges.

The VNode, ENode and ODA structures depicted in Figure 1. The VNode consists of two atomic pointers vnext
and enext and an immutable key vkey. The vnext points
to the next VNode in the vertex-list, whereas, enext points
to the head of the edge-list which is the list of outgoing
neighboring vertices. Similarly, an ENode also has an atomic
pointer enext points to the next ENode in the edge-list and
a pointer pointv points to the corresponding VNode. Which
helps direct access to its VNode while doing any traversal like
BFS, DFS and also helps to delete the incoming edges, detail
regarding this described in Section IV. We assume that all the
vertices in the vertex-list have unique identification key which
captured by vkey field. Similarly, all the edge nodes for a
vertex in the edge-list have unique identification key which
captured by ekey field.
Besides VNodes and ENodes, we also have an state
array with an operation-descriptor(ODA) for each thread. Each
thread’s state entry recounts its current state. An ODA
composed of six fields: a phase number phase, an operation
type type indicates the current operation executed by this
thread, possible operation types given at the end of this section,
a pointer to the vertex node vnode, which used for any vertex
operations, a pointer to the edge node enode, which is used
for any edge operations, and a pair of VNodes pointers vsrc
and vdest, used for any edge operations to store the source
and destination VNodes of an edge.
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Fig. 2: (a) A directed Graph (b) The wait-free graph representation for (a).

Our wait-free concurrent directed graph data-structure supports six major operations: WFA DDV, WFR EM V, WFC ON V,
WFA DD E, WFR EM E, and WFC ON E. We use the helping
mechanism like [10], [14], [15] to achieve the wait-freedom for
all our graph operations. Before begin to execute an operation,
a thread starts invoking a special state array state similar as
Timnat et al. [14]. This state shared among the threads. All
threads can see the details of the operation they are running
during their execution. Whenever an operation starts execution
it publishes its operation in the state, then all other threads
try to help to finish its execution. When the operation finished
its execution, the outcome result is also announced to the
state, using a CAS, which substitutes the old existing type
to the new one.
We
initialize
the
vertex-list
with
dummy

head(VertexHead)
and
tail(VertexTail)
(called
sentinels) with values -∞ and ∞ respectively. Similarly, each
edge-lists is also initialized with a dummy head(EdgeHead)
and tail(EdgeTail)(see Figure 2).
Our wait-free graph data-structure maintains some invariants: (a) the vertex-list is sorted based on the VNode’s key
value vkey and each unmarked VNode is reachable from the
VertexHead, and (b) also each edge-lists are sorted based
on the ENode’s key value ekey and unmarked ENodes are
reachable from the EdgeHead of the corresponding VNode.
A. The Abstract Data Type(ADT)
A wait-free graph is defined as a directed graph G = (V, E),
where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of directed
edges. Each edge in E is an ordered pair of vertices belonging to V . A vertex v ∈ V has an immutable unique key
vkey denoted by v(vkey). A directed edge from the vertex
v(ekey1 ) to v(ekey2 ) is denoted as e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 ))
∈ E. For simplicity, we denote e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 )) as
e(ekey2 ), which means the v(ekey1 ) has a neighbouring
vertex v(ekey2 ). We also defined an ADT for operations on
G which are exported by the wait-free graph data-structure,
are given bellow:
1) The WFA DDV(vkey) operation adds a vertex vkey to
the graph, only if v(vkey) ∈
/ V and then returns true,
otherwise it returns false.
2) The WFR EM V(vkey) operation deletes a vertex v(vkey)
from V , only if v(vkey) ∈ V and then returns true,
otherwise it returns false. Once a vertex v(vkey) is
deleted successfully all its outgoing and incoming edges
also removed.
3) The WFC ON V(vkey) operation returns true, if
v(vkey) ∈ V ; otherwise returns false.
4) The
WFA DD E(ekey1 , ekey2 )
adds
an
edge
e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 )) to E, only if e(v(ekey1 ),
v(ekey2 )) ∈
/ E and v(ekey1 ) ∈ V and v(ekey2 ) ∈ V
then it returns EDGE ADDED. If v(ekey1 ) ∈
/ V or
v(ekey2 ) ∈
/ V , it returns VERTEX NOT PRESENT. If
e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 )) ∈ E, it returns EDGE ALREADY
PRESENT.
5) The WFR EM E(ekey1 , ekey2 ) deletes the edge
e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 )) from E, only if e(v(ekey1 ),
v(ekey2 )) ∈ E and v(ekey1 ) ∈ V and v(ekey2 ) ∈ V
then it returns EDGE REMOVED. If v(ekey1 ) ∈
/ V or
v(ekey2 ) ∈
/ V , it returns VERTEX NOT PRESENT.
If e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 )) ∈
/ E, it returns EDGE NOT
PRESENT.
6) The WFC ON E(ekey1 , ekey2 ) if e(v(ekey1 ), v(ekey2 ))
∈ E and v(ekey1 ) ∈ V and v(ekey2 ) ∈ V then it
returns EDGE PRESENT, otherwise it returns VERTEX
OR EDGE NOT PRESENT.
7) The H ELP G PH DS(phase) operation ensures that each
thread completes its own operation and helps in completing all the pending operations with lower phase
numbers.

When the operations WFA DDV, WFR EM V, WFC ON V,
WFA DD E, WFR EM E, and WFC ON E start execution they will
get a new phase number and post their operation in the
state array and then invoke the H ELP G PH DS(phase) (Help
Graph data-structure)operation. All the helping methods check
if their phase number is the same as the thread’s phase
number in state, otherwise, they return false.
The possible operation type for the ODA state values are:
1) addvertex: To insert a VNode into the vertex-list and
it requested for help.
2) remvertex: To delete a VNode from the vertex-list and
it requested for help.
3) findvertex: To find a VNode from the vertex-list and
it requested for help.
4) addedge: To insert an ENode into the edge-list of a
vertex and it requested for help.
5) remedge: To delete an ENode from the edge-list of a
vertex and it requested for help.
6) findedge: To find an ENode from the edge-list of a
vertex and it requested for help.
7) success: If any of the graph operation finished its
execution successfully.
8) failure: If any of the graph operation unable finished
its execution.
The first six states used to ask for help from other threads
whereas the last two states thread does not ask for any help
from other threads.
IV. T HE WAIT- FREE G RAPH A LGORITHM
In this section, we present the technical details of all waitfree graph operations. The design of wait-free graph datastructure based on the adjacency list representation. Hence, it
is implemented as a collection (list) of vertices wherein each
vertex holds a list of vertices to which it has outgoing edges.
The implementation is a linked list of VNode and ENode as
shown in Figure 2. The implementation of each of these lists
based on the non-blocking graph [1] and wait-free construction
based on [14], [15] and non-blocking list concurrent-set [3],
[4], [12], [16]. The wait-free graph algorithm depicted in
Figure 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Pseudo-code convention: We use p.x to access the member
field x of a class object pointer p. To return multiple variables
from an operation we use hx1 , x2 , . . . , xn i. To avoid the
overhead of another field in the node structure, we use bitmanipulation: last one significant bit of a pointer p. In case of
an x86-64 bit architecture, memory has a 64-bit boundary and
the last three least significant bits are unused. So, we use the
last one significant bit of the pointer. We define three methods
IS M RKD(p) return true if last significant bit of pointer p is
set to 1, else, it returns false, M RKD R F(p), U N M RKD R F(p)
sets last significant bit of the pointer p to 1 and 0 respectively.
An invocation of CV NODE(vkey) creates a new VNode with
key vkey. Similarly, an invocation of CE NODE(ekey) creates
a new ENode with key ekey. For a newly created VNode
and ENode the pointer fields are initialised with NULL value.

A. The Helping Procedure
When an operation is invoked by a thread to start its
execution, at first, it chooses a unique phase number which
is the higher than all previously chosen phase numbers by
other threads. The main objective of assigning a unique
phase number is to help the operations with lower phase
number. This means whenever a thread started its execution
with a new phase number, it tries to help other unfinished
operations whose phase number is lower. Which allows all
operations to get help to finish their execution to ensures the
starvation-free. The phase selection procedure, in Line 1 to
4, executed by reading the current phase number and then
atomically increments the maxph, using an FAA. Once the
phase numbers is chosen, the thread publishes the operation
in the state array by updating its entry. Then it invokes the
H ELP G PH DS (in Line 5 to 24) procedure where it traverses
through the state array and tries to help the operations
whose phase number is lower than or equal to its, which
ensures the unfinished operations gets help from other threads
to finish the execution. This ensures wait-freedom.
B. The Vertex Methods
The wait-free vertex operations WFA DDV, WFR EM V, and
WFC ON V depicted in Figure 3 and their corresponding helping procedures H ELPA DDV, H ELP R EM V, and H ELP C ON V
depicted in Figure 4, and 5. If the vertex set keys are finite(up
to available memory in the system), we also have an optimized
case where the WFC ON V neither helps nor accepts any help
from other threads. This because to achieve higher throughput,
we assume WFC ON V is called more frequently than the
WFA DDV and WFR EM V operations, so it does not allow
any help. Without being affected by each other, all the vertex
operations are wait-free.
A WFA DDV(vkey) operation invoked by passing the vkey
to be inserted, in Line 25 to 37. A WFA DDV operation starts
by choosing a phase number, creating a new VNode by
invoking CV NODE(vkey), posting its operation on the state
array. Then the thread calls H ELP G PH DS(phase) to invoke
the helping mechanism. After that, it traverses the state
array and helps all pending operations and tries to complete
its operation. In the next step the same thread(or a helping
thread) enters H ELPA DDV(phase) and verifies the phase
number and type of operation opType, if they match with
addvertex then it invokes H ELP L OC V(phase) to traverse
the vertex-list until it finds a vertex with its key greater
than or equal to v(vkey). In the process of traversal, it
physically deletes all logically deleted VNodes, using a CAS.
Once it reaches the appropriate location checks whether the
vkey is already present. If the ekey is not present earlier
it attempts a CAS to add the new VNode (Line 202). On
an unsuccessful CAS, it retries. After the operation completes
H ELPA DDV(phase) success or failure reported to the
state array.
In the process of traversal, it is possible that the threads
which are helping might have been inserted the v(vkey) but
not publish success. Also, it is possible that the v(vkey) we
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procedure M AX P HASE()
maxph.F etchAndAdd(1);
return maxph;
end procedure

38:

Operation H ELP G PH DS (phase)
for (tid ← 0 to state.end()) do
ODA desc ← state[tid];
if (desc.phase ≤ phase) then
if (desc.type = addvertex) then
H ELPA DDV(tid, desc.phase);
else if (desc.type = remvertex) then
H ELP R EM V(tid, desc.phase);
else if (desc.type = addedge) then
H ELPA DD E(tid, desc.phase);
else if (desc.type = remedge) then
H ELP R EM E(tid, desc.phase);
else if (desc.type = findvertex) then
WFC ON V(tid, desc.phase);
else if (desc.type = findedge) then
WFC ON E(tid, desc.phase);
end if
end if
end for
end Operation

42:

39:
40:
41:

Operation WFA DDV(key)
tid ← T hreadID.get();
phase ← M AX P HASE();
nv ← new VNode(key);
ODA op ← new ODA(phase, addvertex,
nv);
state[tid] ← op;
H ELP G PH DS(phase);
if (state[tid].type = success) then
return true;
else
return false;
end if
end Operation
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Operation WFR EM V(key)
tid ← T hreadID.get();
phase ← M AX P HASE();
nv ← new VNode(key);
ODA op ← new ODA(phase, remvertex,
nv);
state[tid] ← op;
H ELP G PH DS(phase);
if (state[tid].type = success) then
return true;
else
return false;
end if
end Operation
Operation WFA DD E(key1 , key2 )
tid ← T hreadID.get();
phase ← M AX P HASE();
hv1 , v2 , f lagi ← L OCATE
W UV(key1 , key2 );W
if (f lag = false
IS M RKD (v1 )
IS M RKD (v2 )) then
return VERTEX NOT PRESENT
end if
ne ← new ENode(key2 );
ODA op ← new ODA (phase, addedge, ne,
v1 , v2 );
state[tid] ← op;
H ELP G PH DS(phase);
if (state[tid].type = success) then
return EDGE ADDED;
else
return EDGE ALREADY PRESENT;
end if
end Operation
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Operation WFR EM E(key1 , key2 )
tid ← T hreadID.get();
phase ← M AX P HASE();
hv1 , v2 , f lagi ← L OCATE
W UV(key1 , key2 );W
if (f lag = false
IS M RKD (v1 )
IS M RKD (v2 )) then
return VERTEX NOT PRESENT;
end if
ne ← new ENode(key2 );
ODA op ← new ODA (phase, remedge, ne,
v1 , v2 );
state[tid] ← op;
H ELP G PH DS(phase);
if (state[tid].type = success) then
return EDGE REMOVED;
else
return EDGE NOT PRESENT;
end if
end Operation
Operation WFC ON V(key)
tid ← T hreadID.get();
phase ← M AX P HASE();
nv ← new VNode(key);
ODA op ← new ODA(phase, findvertex,
nv);
state[tid] ← op;
H ELP G PH DS(phase);
if (state[tid].type = success) then
return true;
else
return false;
end if
end Operation

Fig. 3: Pseudo-codes of WFA DDV, WFR EM V, WFA DD E, WFR EM E and WFC ON V.

are trying to insert was already inserted and then removed by
some other thread and then a different VNode with vkey was
inserted to the vertex-list. We properly handled these cases.
To identify these cases, we check the VNodes that was
discovered during the process of traversal. If that is the same
as v(vkey) that we are trying to insert, then we reported
success to the state (see Line 185). Also, we check if
that VNode is marked by invoking IS M RKD procedure for
deletion, means the v(vkey) already inserted and then marked
for deletion, then we also reported success to the state
array (see Line 197), else we try to report failure.
Like WFA DDV, a WFR EM V(vkey) operation invoked by
passing the vkey to be deleted, in Line 38 to 50. It starts
by choosing a phase number, announcing its operation on
the state array to delete the v(vkey). Then the thread calls
H ELP G PH DS(phase) to invoke the helping mechanism. Like
a WFA DDV operation, it traverses the state array and helps
all pending operations and tries to complete its operation.
In the next step the same thread(or a helping thread) enters
H ELP R EM V(phase) and verifies the phase number and type
of operation opType, if they match with remvertex then
it invokes H ELP L OC V(phase) to traverse the vertex-list until
it finds a vertex with its key greater than or equal to v(vkey).
In the process of traversal, it physically deletes all logically
deleted VNodes, using a CAS. Once it reaches the appropriate
location checks whether the vkey is already present. If the
ekey is present it attempts to remove the VNode in two steps
(like [4]), (a) atomically marks the vnext of current VNode,

using a CAS (Line 226), and (b) atomically updates the vnext
of the predecessor VNode to point to the vnext of current
VNode, using a CAS (Line 229). On any unsuccessful CAS
it will cause the operation to restart from the H ELP R EM V
procedure. After the operation completes H ELP R EM V will
update success to the state array.
A WFC ON V(vkey) operation is much simpler than
WFA DDV and WFR EM V. We have two cases based on with
and without help. For the helping case a WFC ON V(vkey)
operation, in Line 85 to 97, first starts publishing the operation
in the state array like other operations. Then any helping
thread will search it in the vertex-list, If the searching key
is present and not been marked it reported success, else
it reported failure, using a CAS to the state array. The
H ELP C ON V procedure, in Line 136 to 152, guarantees that
the list traversal does not affected from infinite insertion of
VNodes, this is because other threads will first help this
operation before inserting a new VNode. Unlike a H ELPA DDV
and H ELP R EM V, a H ELP C ON V procedure does not need a
loop to update the state state if any failure of the CAS,
For the without helping case a C ON V(vkey) operation, in
Line 332 to 338, first traverses the vertex-list in a wait-free
manner skipping all logically marked VNodes until it finds
a vertex with its key greater than or equal to vkey. Once it
reaches the appropriate VNode, checks its key value equals
to vkey, and it is unmarked, then it returns true otherwise
returns false. We do not allow C ON V for any helping in
the process of traversal. This is because if the vertex set keys
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Operation WFC ON E(key1 , key2 )
tid ← T hreadID.get();
phase ← M AX P HASE();
hv1 , v2 , f lagi ← L OCATE
W UV(key1 , key2 );W
if (f lag = false
IS M RKD (v1 )
IS M RKD (v2 )) then
return VERTEX NOT PRESENT;
end if
ne ← new ENode(key2 );
ODA op ← new ODA (phase, findedge, ne,
v1 , v2 );
state[tid] ← op;
H ELP G PH DS(phase);
if (state[tid].type = success) then
return EDGE PRESENT;
else
return VERTEX OR EDGE NOT PRESENT;
end if
end Operation
procedure WFL OC V(key)
while (true) do
v1 ← VertexHead;
v2 ← v1 .vnext;
while (true) do
v3 ← v2 .vnext;
while (IS M RKD(v3 )) do
f lag ← CAS(v1 .vnext, v2 , v3 );
if (¬f lag) then
goto Line 116;
end if
v2 ← v3 ; v3 ← v2 .vnext;
end while
if (v2 .vkey ≥ key) then
return hv1 , v2 i;
end if
v1 ← v2 ;
v2 ← v3 ;
end while
end while
end procedure
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procedure H ELP C ON V(tid, phase)
ODA op ← state[tid];
if (¬(op.type = findvertex ∧ op.phase =
phase)) then
return;
end if
v1 ← op.vnode;
hpred, curri ← WFL OC V(v1 .vkey);
if (curr.vkey = v1 .vkey) ∧ (¬IS M RKD
(curr.vnext)) then
ODA succ ← new ODA (phase, success);
(CAS(state[tid], op, succ));
return;
else
ODA f ail ← new ODA (phase, failure);
(CAS(state[tid], op, f ail));
return;
end if
end procedure
procedure C ON E(key1 , key2 )
VNode v1 , v2 ;
ENode e;
hv1 , v2 , f lagi ← LocateU V (key1 , key2 );
if (f lag = false) then
return VERTEX NOT PRESENT;
end if
if (IS M RKD(v1 ) ∨ IS M RKD(v2 )) then
return VERTEX NOT PRESENT;
end if
e ← EdgeHead;
while ((e.ekey < key2 )) do
e ← U N M RKD R F(e.enext) ;
end while
if ((e.ekey = key2 ) ∧ (¬IS M RKD(e.
enext) ∧ (¬IS M RKD(v1 .vnext) ∧ (¬IS M RKD(
v2 .vnext))) then
return EDGE PRESENT;
else
return VERTEX OR EDGE NOT PRESENT;
end if
end procedure
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procedure H ELPA DDV(tid, phase)
while (true) do
ODA op ← state[tid];
if (¬(opT ype = addvertex∧op. phase =
phase)) then
return;
end if
VNode v1 ← op.vnode;
VNode v2 ← v1 .vnext;
hpred, curri ← WFL OC V(v1 .vkey);
if (curr.vkey = v1 .vkey) then
if (curr = v1 ∨ IS M RKD( curr.vnext )))
then
ODA succ ←
new ODA (phase,
success);
if CAS(state[tid], op, succ) then
return;
end if
else
ODA f ail ←
new ODA (phase,
failure);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, f ail)) then
return;
end if
end if
else
if ((IS M RKD(v1 .vnext))) then
ODA succ ←
new ODA (phase,
success);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, succ)) then
return;
end if
end if
CAS(v1 .vnext, v2 , curr);
if (CAS(pred.vnext, curr, v1 )) then
ODA succ ←
new ODA (phase,
success);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, succ)) then
return;
end if
end if
end if
end while
end procedure

Fig. 4: Pseudo-codes of WFC ON E, WFL OC V, H ELP C ON V, C ON E and H ELPA DDV.

are finite(upto available memory in the system) to achieve
higher throughput and C ON V is called more frequently than
the WFA DDV and WFR EM V operations, so it does not allow
any help.
C. The Edge Methods
The wait-free graph edge operations WFA DD E, WFR EM E,
and WFC ON E are depicted in Figure 3 and 4 and their
corresponding helping procedures H ELPA DD E, H ELP R EM E,
and H ELP C ON E are defined in Figure 5.
A WFA DD E(ekey1 , ekey2 ) operation, in Line 51 to 67,
begins by validating the presence of the v(ekey1 ) and
v(ekey2 ) in the vertex-list by invoking L OCATE UV and are
unmarked. If the validations fail, it returns VERTEX NOT
PRESENT. Once the validation succeeds, WFA DD E operation
starts by choosing a phase number, creating a new ENode
by invoking CE NODE(ekey), posting its operation on the
state array alone with the vsrc and vdest vertices.
Then the thread calls H ELP G PH DS(phase) to invoke the
helping mechanism. After that it traverses the state array and helps all pending operations and tries to complete
its own operation. In the next step the same thread(or a
helping thread) enters H ELPA DD E(phase)(in Line 256 to
298) and verifies the phase number and type of operation
opType, if they match with the addedge then it invokes

L OC E(v(ekey1 ), ekey2 )(Line 269) to traverse the edge-list
until it finds an ENode with its key greater than or equal
to ekey2 . In the process of traversal, it physically deletes
two kinds of logically deleted ENodes, (a) the ENodes
whose VNode is logically deleted, using a CAS, and (b) the
logically deleted ENodes, using a CAS. Once it reaches the
appropriate location checks if the ekey2 is already present
or not. If present, then it attempts a CAS to add the new
ENode (Line 290). On an unsuccessful CAS, it retries. After
the operation completes H ELPA DD E(phase) success or
failure reported to the state array.
In the process of traversal in the H ELPA DD E procedure, it
is possible that the threads which are helping might have been
inserted the e(ekey2 ) but not publish success. Also it is
possible that the e(vkey2 ) we are trying to insert was already
inserted and then removed by some other thread and then a
different ENode with ekey2 was inserted to the edge-list of
v(ekey1 ) . We properly handled these cases. Like WFA DDV
and WFR EM V, we check the ENodes that was discovered
during the process of traversal is the same key ekey2 that we
are trying to insert, then we reported success to the state
array(see Line 273). Also we check if that ENode is marked(
by invoking IS M RKD), means the e(ekey2 ) already inserted
and then marked for deletion, then we also reported success
to state array(see Line 285), else we try to report failure.
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procedure H ELP R EM V(tid, phase)
while (true) do
ODA op ← state[tid];
if (¬(op.type = remvertex∧op. phase =
phase)) then
return;
end if
VNode v1 ← op.vnode;
hpred, curri ← WFL OC V(v1 .vkey);
cnext ← curr.vnext
if (curr.vkey 6= v1 .vkey) then
ODA f ail ← new ODA (phase, failure);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, f ail)) then
return;
end if
else
if
(¬CAS(curr.vnext, cnext, M RKD R F
(cnext))) then
goto Line 212;
end if
if (¬(CAS(pred.vnext, curr, cnext)) ))
then
goto Line 212;
end if
ODA succ ← new ODA (phase, success);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, succ)) then
return;
end if
end if
end while
end procedure
procedure H ELP C ON E(tid, phase)
ODA op ← state[tid];
if (¬(op.type = findedge ∧ op.phase =
phase)) then
return;
end if
ENode e2 ← op.enode;
hpred, curri ← L OC E(op.vsrc, e2 .ekey );
if ((curr.ekey = e2 .ekey) ∧ IS M RKD(curr.
enext)) then
ODA succ ← new ODA (phase, success);
(CAS(state[tid], op, succ));
return true;
else
ODA f ail ← new ODA (phase, failure);
(CAS(state[tid], op, f ail));
return false;
end if
end procedure
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procedure H ELPA DD E(tid, phase)
while (true) do
ODA op ← state[tid];
if (¬(op.type = addedge ∧ op.phase =
phase)) then
return;
end if
if (IS M RKD(op.vsrc) ∨ IS M RKD(op.vdest
)) then
ODA f ail ← new ODA (phase, failure);
CAS(state[tid], op, f ail);
return;
end if
VNode v1 ← op.vsrc;
ENode e2 ← op.enode, e3 ← e2 .enext;
hpred, curri ← L OC E(v1 , e2 .ekey);
if (curr.ekey = e2 .ekey) then
if (curr = e2 ) ∨ (IS M RKD(curr.enext
)) then
ODA succ ←
new ODA (phase,
success);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, succ)) then
return;
end if
else
ODA f ail ←
new ODA (phase,
failure);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, f ail)) then
return;
end if
end if
else
if (IS M RKD(e2 .enext)) then
ODA succ ←
new ODA (phase,
success);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, succ)) then
return;
end if
end if
CAS(e2 .enext, e3 , curr);
if (CAS(pred.enext, curr, e2 )) then
ODA succ ←
new ODA (phase,
success);
if
(CAS(state[tid], newOP, succ))
then
return;
end if
end if
end if
end while
end procedure
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procedure H ELP R EM E(tid, phase)
while (true) do
ODA op ← state[tid];
if (¬(op.type = remedge ∧ op.phase =
phase)) then
return;
end if
if (IS M RKD(op.vsrc) ∨ IS M RKD(op.
vdest)) then
ODA f ail ← new ODA (phase, failure);
CAS(state[tid], op, f ail);
return;
end if
enode e2 ← op.enode;
hpred, curri ← L OC E(op.vsrc, e2 . ekey);
cnext ← curr.enext;
if (curr.ekey 6= e2 .ekey) then
ODA f ail ← new ODA (phase, failure);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, f ail)) then
return;
end if
else
if (¬CAS(curr.enext, cnext, M RKD R F(c
next))) then
goto Line 300;
end if
if
(¬CAS(pred.enext, curr, cnext)))
then
goto Line 300;
end if
ODA succ ← new ODA (phase, success);
if (CAS(state[tid], op, succ)) then
return;
end if
end if
end while
end procedure
procedure C ON V(key)
vnode v ← read(VertexHead);
while (v.vkey < key) do
v ← U N M RKD R F(v.vnext) ;
end while
return (v.vkey = key) ∧ (IS M RKD(v) =
false );
end procedure

Fig. 5: Pseudo-codes of H ELP R EM V, H ELP C ON E, H ELPA DD E, H ELP R EM E and C ON V.

In each start of the while(Line 257) it is necessary to
check for the presence of vertices op.vsrc and op.vdest in
Line 262 by calling IS M RKD procedure. The reason explained
in [1]. This is one of the several differences between an
implementation trivially extending lock-free and wait-free list
and ours. In fact, it can be seen that if this check is not
performed, then it can result in the algorithm to not be
linearizable.
A WFR EM E(ekey1 , ekey2 ) operation proceeds almost
identical to the WFA DD E, in Line 68 to 84, begins by
validating the presence of the v(ekey1 ) and v(ekey2 ) and
are unmarked. If the validations fail, it returns VERTEX NOT
PRESENT. Once the validation succeeds, WFR EM E operation
starts by choosing a phase number, creating a new ENode,
posting its operation on the state array alone with the
vsrc and vdest vertices. Then it gone through helping
mechanism H ELP G PH DS(phase). After that it traverses the
state array and helps all pending operations and tries to
complete its own operation. In the next step the same thread(or
a helping thread) enters H ELP R EM E(phase)(in Line 299 to

331) and verifies the phase number and type of operation
opType, if they match with the remedge then it traverse
the edge-list until it finds an ENode with its key greater
than or equal to ekey2 . Like H ELPA DD E, in the process of
traversal, it physically deletes two kinds of logically deleted
ENodes, (a) the ENodes whose VNode is logically deleted,
and (b) the logically deleted ENodes. Once it reaches the
appropriate location checks if the ekey2 is already present or
not, if it is, attempts to remove the e(ekey2 ) in two steps like
WFR EM V operation, (a) atomically marks the enext of the
current ENode, using a CAS (Line 319), and (b) atomically
updates the enext of the predecessor ENode to point to
the enext of current ENode, using a CAS (Line 322). On
any unsuccessful CAS, it reattempted. Like H ELPA DD E, after
the operation completes H ELP R EM E(phase) success or
failure reported to the state array.
Like WFC ON V, a WFC ON E operations also has two cases
based on with and without help. For the helping case a
WFC ON E (ekey1 , ekey2 ) operation, in Line 98 to 114, does
similar work like WFA DD E and WFR EM E operation. It

publishes the operation in the state and then invokes the
H ELP G PH DS(phase). If the current ENode is equal to the
ekey2 and e(ekey2 ) unmarked and v(ekey2 ) and v(ekey2 )
also unmarked, it updates the state to success, using a
CAS. Otherwise failure is updated to the state.
For the without helping case a C ON E(ekey1 , ekey2 ) operation, in Line 153 to 172, validates the presence of the
corresponding VNodes. Then it traverses the edge-list of
v(ekey1 ) in a wait-free manner skipping all logically marked
ENodes until it finds an edge with its key greater than or equal
to ekey2 . Once it reaches the appropriate ENode, checks
its key value equals to ekey2 , and e(ekey2 ) is unmarked,
and v(ekey1 ) and v(ekey2 ) are unmarked, then it returns
EDGE PRESENT otherwise it returns VERTEX OR EDGE
NOT PRESENT.
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procedure L OC E(srcv, key)
while (true) do
e1 ← srcv.enext;
e2 ← e1 .enext;
while (true) do
e3 ← e2 .enext;
v ← e2 .pointv;
while
(IS M RKD(v)
∧
¬IS M RKD(e3 )) do
if (¬CAS (e2 .enext, e3 ,
M RKD R F (e3 ))) then
goto Line 340;
end if
if (¬CAS (e1 .enext, e2 ,
e3 )) then
goto Line 340;
end if
e2 ← U N M RKD R F(e3 );
e3 ← e2 .enext;
v ← e2 .pointv;
end while
while (IS M RKD(e3 )) do
if (¬CAS (e1 .enext, e2 ,
e3 )) then
goto Line 340;
end if
e2 ← U N M RKD R F(e3 );
e3 ← e2 .enext;
v ← e2 .pointv;
end while
if (IS M RKD(v)) then
goto Line 343;
end if
if (e2 .ekey ≥ key) then
returnhe1 , e2 i;
end if
e1 ← e2 ; e2 ← e3 ;
end while
end while
end procedure
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procedure L OCATE UV(k1 , k2 )
if (k1 < k2 ) then
v1 ← VertexHead;
while (v1 .vkey < k1 ) do
v1 ← v1 .vnext;
end while
if (v1 .vkey 6= k1 ∨
IS M RKD (v1 )) then
return hv1 , v2 , falsei;
end if
v2 ← v1 .vnext;
while (v2 .vkey < k2 ) do
v2 ← v2 .vnext;
end while
if (v2 .vkey 6= k2 ∨
IS M RKD (v2 )) then
return hv1 , v2 , falsei;
end if
else
v2 ← VertexHead;
while (v2 .vkey < k2 ) do
v2 ← v2 .vnext;
end while
if (v2 .vkey 6= k2 ∨
(IS M RKD(v2 ))) then
return hv1 , v2 , falsei;
end if
v1 ← nv .vnext;
while (v1 .vkey < k1 ) do
v1 ← v1 .vnext;
end while
if (v1 .vkey 6= k1 ∨
(IS M RKD(v1 ))) then
return hv1 , v2 , falsei;
else
return hv1 , v2 , truei;
end if
end if
end procedure

Fig. 6: Pseudo-codes of L OC E, L OCATE UV, OWFA DDV and OWFR EM V.

V. A N O PTIMIZED FAST WAIT- FREE G RAPH A LGORITHM
In this section, we present the optimized version of our waitfree concurrent graph data-structure, which is designed based
on the fast-path-slow-path algorithm by Kogan et al. [11]. The
fast-path-slow-path algorithm is a combination of two parts,
the first part is a lock-free algorithm which is usually fast
and the second one is a wait-free algorithm which is slow.
Pragmatically the lock-free algorithms are fast as compare to
the wait-free algorithms as they don’t require helping always.
So, to enhance the performance and achieve a fast wait-free

graph we adopted lock-free graph by Chatterjee et al. [1] and
wait-free graph which described in previous Section IV. The
basic working principle of the optimized wait-free graph is
as follows: (1). Before an operation begins the fast-path lockfree algorithm, it inspects whether help needed for any other
operations in the slow-path wait-free algorithm, (2). Then the
operation starts running with its fast-path lock-free algorithms
while it keeps tracking the number times it fails, which is
nothing but the number of failed CAS. Generally, if very less
number of CAS failed happen then helping is not necessary and
hence the execution finishes just after completing the fast-path
lock-free algorithm. (3). If the operation is unable to finish its
execution after trying a certain number of CAS, then it allows
entering the slow-path algorithm to finish the execution.
The slow-path wait-free algorithms described in Section IV.
Each operation chooses its phase numbers then it publish the
operation in the state array by updating its corresponding
entry. Then it traverse through the state array and try to
help the operations whose phase number is lower than or
equals to its own phase number, which ensures the unfinished
operations gets help from other threads to finish the execution.
This ensures wait-freedom. The maximum number of tries in
the fast-path is upper bounded by a macro MAX_FAIL similar
to [11], we choose MAX_FAIL to 20. On average, we achieve
high throughput with this upper bound value. Due to lack of
space, the detailed implementation described in the technical
reporta .
VI. C ORRECTNESS AND P ROGRESS G UARANTEE
In this section, we prove the correctness of our concurrent
wait-free graph data-structure based on LP [8] events inside
the execution interval of each of the operations.
Theorem 1: The concurrent wait-free graph operations are
linearizable.
Proof. Based on the return values of the operations we discuss
the LPs.
1) WFA DDV(vkey): We have two cases:
a) true: The LP be the successful CAS execution at the
Line 202.
b) false: The LP be the atomic read of the vnext
pointing to the vertex v(vkey).
2) WFR EM V(vkey): We have two cases:
a) true: The LP be the successful CAS execution at the
Line 226 (logical removal).
b) false: If there is a concurrent WFR EM V operation
op, that removed v(vkey) then the LP be just after the
LP of op. If v(vkey) did not exist in the vertex-list
then the LP be at the invocation of WFR EM V.
3) WFC ON V(vkey): We have two cases:
a) true: The LP be the atomic read of the vnext
pointing to the vertex v(vkey).
b) false: The LP be the same as returning false
WFR EM V, the case 2b.
a The

technical report is available: https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.13325

4) WFA DD E(k1 , k2 ): We have three cases:
a) EDGE ADDED:
i) With
no
concurrent
WFR EM V(k1 )
or
WFR EM V(k2 ): The LP be the successful
CAS execution at the Line 290.
ii) With concurrent WFR EM V(k1 ) or WFR EM V(k2 ):
The LP be just before the first remove’s LP.
b) EDGE ALREADY PRESENT:
i) With
no
concurrent
WFR EM V(k1 )
or
WFR EM V(k2 ): The LP be the atomic read
of the enext pointing to the ENode e(k2 ) in the
edge-list fo the vertex v(k1 ).
ii) With concurrent WFR EM V(k1 ) or WFR EM V(k2 )
or WFR EM E(k1 , k2 ) : The LP be just before the
first remove’s LP.
c) VERTEX NOT PRESENT:
i) At the time of invocation of WFA DD E(k1 , k2 ) if
both vertices v(k1 ) and v(k2 ) were in the vertexlist and a concurrent WFR EM V removes v(k1 ) or
v(k2 ) or both then the LP be the just after the LP
of the earlier WFR EM V.
ii) At the time of invocation of WFA DD E(k1 , k2 ) if
both vertices v(k1 ) and v(k2 ) were not present in
the vertex-list, then the LP be the invocation point
itself.
5) WFR EM E(k1 , k2 ): We have three cases:
a) EDGE REMOVED:
i) With
no
concurrent
WFR EM V(k1 )
or
WFR EM V(k2 ): The LP be the successful
CAS execution at the Line 319(logical removal).
ii) With concurrent WFR EM V(k1 ) or WFR EM V(k2 ):
The LP be just before the first remove’s LP.
b) EDGE NOT PRESENT: If there is a concurrent
WFR EM E operation removed e(k1 , k2 ) then the LP
be the just after its LP, otherwise at the invocation of
WFR EM E(k1 , k2 ) itself.
c) VERTEX NOT PRESENT: The LP be the same
as the case WFA DD E returning “VERTEX NOT
PRESENT”4c.
6) WFC ON E(k1 , k2 ): Similar to WFR EM E, we have three
cases:
a) EDGE PRESENT:
i) With
no
concurrent
WFR EM V(k1 )
or
WFR EM V(k2 ): The LP be the atomic read
of the enext pointing to the ENode e(k2 ) in the
edge-list fo the vertex v(k1 ).
ii) With concurrent WFR EM V(k1 ) or WFR EM V(k2 )
or WFR EM E(k1 , k2 ) : The LP be just before the
first remove’s LP.
b) VERTEX NOT PRESENT: The LP be the same as
that of the WFA DD E’s returning “VERTEX NOT
PRESENT” case 4c.
c) VERTEX OR EDGE NOT PRESENT: The LP be the

same as that of the WFR EM E’s returning “EDGE NOT
PRESENT” and WFA DD E’s returning “VERTEX NOT
PRESENT” cases.
From the above discussion one can notice that each operation’s
LPs lies in the interval between the invocation and the return
steps. For any invocation of a WFA DDV(vkey) operation the
traversal terminates at the VNode whose key is just less than
or equal to vkey. Similar reasoning also true for invocation
of an WFA DD E(k1 , k2 ) operation. Both the operations do the
traversal in the sorted vertex-list and edge-list to make sure
that a new VNode or ENode does not break the invariant
of the wait-free graph data-structure. The WFR EM V and
WFR EM E do not break the sorted order of the lists. Similarly,
the non-update operations do not modify the data-structure.
Thus we concluded that all wait-free graph operations
maintain the invariant across the LPs. This completes the
proof of the linearizability.
2
Theorem 2: The presented concurrent graph operations
WFA DDV, WFR EM V, WFC ON V, WFA DD E, WFR EM E,
and WFC ON E are wait-free.
Proof. To show the concurrent graph algorithms to be waitfreedom, we have to make sure that the helping procedure
terminates with a limited number try in concurrent with update
operations. As we discussed in Section IV that each operation
chooses its phase numbers larger than all the previous
operations and then publishes the operation in the state
array by updating its entry. After that, it traverses through the
state array and tries to help the operations whose phase
number is lower than or equal to its phase number, which
ensures the unfinished operations gets help from other thread
to finish the execution. So that all the threads help the pending
operations and finished the execution with a limited number
of steps. This ensures wait-freedom. Therefore, the graph
operations WFA DDV, WFR EM V, WFC ON V, WFA DD E,
WFR EM E, and WFC ON E are wait-free.
2

VII. E XPERIMENTS AND A NALYSIS
Experimental Setup: We conducted our experiments on a
processor with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2690 v4 CPU containing
56 cores running at 2.60GHz. Each core supports 2 logical
threads. Every core’s L1-64K, L2-256K cache memory is
private to that core; L3-35840K cache is shared across the
cores, 32GB of RAM and 1TB of hard disk, running 64-bit
Linux operating system. All the implementationb were written
in C++ (without any garbage collection) and multi-threaded
implementation is based on Posix threads.
Running Strategy: In the experiments, we start with an
initial graph of 1000 vertices and nearly 1000
/4 ≈ 125000
2
edges added randomly, rather than starting with an empty
graph. When the program begins, it creates a fixed set of
threads (1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70) and each thread
b The

source code is available on https://github.com/PDCRL/ConcurrentGraphDS.
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Fig. 7: Experimental Results for Wait-free and Optimised Wait-free Graph.

randomly performs a set of operations chosen by a particular workload distribution, as given below. The metric for
evaluation is the number of operations completed in a unit
time, i.e. throughput. We measured throughput by running the
experiment for 20 seconds. Each data point is obtained by
averaging over 5 iterations.
Workload Distribution: To compare the performance with
several micro benchmarks, we used the following distributions
over the ordered set of operations {WFA DDV, WFR EM V,
WFC ON V, WFA DD E, WFR EM E, WFC ON E }:
1) Lookup Intensive: (2.5%, 2.5%, 45%, 2.5%, 2.5%, 45%),
see the Figure 7a.
2) Equal Lookup and Updates: (12.5%, 12.5%, 25%, 12.5%,
12.5%, 25%), see the Figure 7b.
3) Update Intensive: (22.5%, 22.5%, 5%, 22.5%, 22.5%,
5%), Figure 7c.
We compare the following concurrent graph algorithms:
Seq: Sequential execution of all the operations.
Coarse: Execution with a coarse grained lock [7, Ch. 9].
HoH: Execution with Hand-over-Hand lock [7, Ch. 9].
Lazy: Execution with Lazy-lock [5].
NBGraph: Based on non-blocking graph [1].
WFGraph-woh: The wait-free graph algorithm with
C ON V and C ON E (without helping of contains vertex
and edge operations) Section IV.
7) WFGraph-wh: The wait-free graph algorithm with WFC ON V and WFC ON E (with helping of contains vertex
and edge operation) Section IV.
8) OWFGraph-woh: The optimized version of wait-free
graph algorithm with C ON V and C ON E (without helping
of contains vertex and edge operations) Section V.
9) OWFGraph-wh: The optimized version of wait-free
graph algorithm with WFC ON V and WFC ON E (with
helping of contains vertex and edge operation) Section V.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

In the plots shown in Figure 7, we observe that the
WFGraph-woh and WFGraph-wh algorithm does not scale
well like NBGraph with the number of threads in the system,
on the other hand, the OWFGraph-woh variant scales well
compare to others.

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS
In this paper, we presented an efficient, practical waitfree algorithm to implement a concurrent graph data-structure,
which allows threads to insert and delete the vertices/edges
concurrently. We also developed an optimized version of waitfree graph using the concept of fast-path-slow-path algorithm
developed by Kogan et al. [11]. We extensively evaluated
the C++ implementation of our algorithm and the optimized
variant through several micro-benchmarks. We compared waitfree graph and optimized wait-free graph algorithms with
sequential, coarse-lock, hand-over-hand lock, lazy lock, and
non-blocking concurrent graphs. The optimized wait-free
graph without helping of contains vertex and edge operations
achieves nearly up to 9x speedup on throughput with respect to
locking counterparts and nearly 1.5x speedup with respect to
non-blocking counterpart. Currently, our implementation does
not have any garbage collection mechanism. In future, we
plan to enhance our implementation with a garbage collection
procedure similar to [13].
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